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(57) ABSTRACT 

Past exhaust emission control systems have failed to cool the 
exhaust gas prior to mixing With the intake air. The present 
exhaust gas recirculation system cools a How of exhaust gas 
With a common coolant being used to cool an engine prior 
to mixing the How of exhaust gas With a How of intake air. 
The present exhaust gas recirculation system includes a 
control system for monitoring an operating parameter of an 
engine. The control system interprets a signal sensing the 
operating parameter Within a controller and the controller 
causes an exhaust valve regulator to move between an open 
position and a closed position. Additionally, a plurality of 
paths or maps, for example, one being a normal coolant 
temperature strategy and another being a high coolant tem 
perature strategy is used. In the normal coolant temperature 
strategy, With the exhaust valve regulator in the open posi 
tion the supply of fuel to the engine Would be advanced. 
And, in the high coolant temperature strategy, With the 
exhaust valve regulator in the closed position the supply of 
fuel to the engine Would be retarded. Thus, the emissions 
emitted from the engine are maintained Within a preestab 
lished parameter. 

43 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates generally to as engines and more 
particularly to a reduction of exhaust emissions. 

BACKGROUND ART 

The use of fossil fuel as the combustible fuel in engines 
results in the combustion products of carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, water vapor, smoke and particulate, 
unburned hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides. 
Of these above products carbon dioxide and water vapor are 
considered normal and unobjectionable. In most 
applications, governmental imposed regulations are restrict 
ing the amount of pollutants being emitted in the exhaust 
gases. 

In the past, the majority of the products of combustion 
have been controlled through design modi?cations and fuel 
selection. For example, at the present time smoke has 
normally been controlled by design modi?cations in the 
combustion chamber, particulates are normally controlled 
by traps and ?lters, and sulfur oxides are normally controlled 
by the selection of fuels being low in total sulfur. This leaves 
carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons and nitrogen 
oxides as the emissions of primary concern in the exhaust 
gas being emitted from the engine. 
Many systems have been developed for recycling a por 

tion of the exhaust gas through the engine thereby reducing 
the emission of these components into the atmosphere. The 
recirculation of a portion of exhaust gas is used to reduce 
pollution emitted to the atmosphere. In many of such past 
system a volume of the exhaust gas from the engine was 
redirected to the intake air of the engine through the turbo 
charger and to the engine. It is anticipated that future exhaust 
emission standards will require the use of cooled exhaust gas 
recirculation to meet the emission standards. One method of 
cooling the exhaust gas is to use an engine jacket water 
cooler. The problem with this approach is that the tempera 
ture of the engine jacket water is increased and the heat must 
be rejected to the atmosphere via a heat exchanger or 
radiator. The tendency of vehicle manufactures is to reduce 
the frontal area of their vehicles to improve visibility and 
aerodynamics. Thus, with this tendency the available heat 
rejection area of the heat exchanger is being reduced and any 
increase in heat exchanger siZe requiring a larger frontal area 
is not well accepted. And, if the additional heat added to the 
engine cooling system by the exhaust gas cooling is not 
rejected, the extra heat will cause engine overheating under 
some operating parameters. 
The present invention is directed to overcoming one or 

more of the problems as set forth above. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

In one aspect of the invention an exhaust gas recirculation 
system is adapted for use with an engine. The engine has a 
cooling system de?ning a heat exchanger having a coolant 
?owing therethrough. The engine and the cooling system 
having a preestablished siZe and cooling rejection rate. The 
exhaust gas recirculation system is comprised at least a 
cylinder positioned within the engine. A piston positioned 
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2 
within the cylinder and de?ning a compression stroke. A 
?ow of intake air enter the cylinder. A supply of combustible 
fuel enter the cylinder. A combustion process within the 
cylinder de?nes a ?ow of exhaust gas exiting therefrom. An 
exhaust valve regulator is interposed the ?ow of intake air 
and the ?ow of exhaust gas. The exhaust valve regulator is 
movable between an open position and a closed position. An 
exhaust gas cooler is positioned in the ?ow of exhaust gas 
being directed to the ?ow of intake air. The exhaust gas 
cooler has the coolant in the engine cooling the exhaust gas. 
And, a control system has a plurality of sensors being in 
communication with the engine. The sensors communicate a 
signal to a controller. The controller has a plurality of paths 
or maps de?ned therein and the controller interprets the 
signal and de?nes an operating parameter of the engine and 
controls the open position and the closed position of the 
exhaust valve regulator. 

In another aspect of the invention, a method of reducing 
exhaust emissions from an engine de?ning a cylinder and 
having a piston positioned in the cylinder is comprised of the 
following steps. Passing a ?ow of exhaust gas through an 
exhaust gas cooler. Cooling the engine and the exhaust gas 
cooler with a coolant. The coolant being a common coolant. 
Circulating the coolant through a heat exchanger and cool 
ing said engine. Passing the ?ow of exhaust gas after passing 
through the exhaust gas cooler to a ?ow of intake air. Passing 
the ?ow of intake air and the ?ow of exhaust gas after 
passing through the exhaust gas cooler to a cylinder. Sup 
plying a quantity of combustible fuel to the cylinder in a 
preestablished relationship to a compression stroke of the 
piston. Monitoring an operating parameter of the engine and 
controlling the quantity of flow of exhaust gas to the flow of 
intake air depending on the operating parameter. And, com 
busting the ?ow of intake air and the ?ow of exhaust gas 
within the cylinder. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematically illustrated side view of a vehicle 
and an engine embodying the exhaust gas recirculation 
system; 

FIG. 2 is a partially cross-sectional view of the engine 
embodying the exhaust gas recirculation system; and 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the engine. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, a vehicle 10, which is this application 
is an on highway truck, includes a frame 12 having a cab 14 
mounted thereon. The cab 14 de?nes a front portion 16 
having a preestablished frontal area 18. A hood portion 20 is 
positioned between the frontal area 18 and an operators 
station 22. An engine 30 is attached to the frame 12 and is 
positioned between the frontal area 18 and the operators 
station 22. A heat exchanger 32 is interposed the engine 30 
and the frontal area 18. A cooling system 34 of conventional 
construction communicates a coolant, indicated by arrows 
36, between the heat exchanger 32 and the engine 30. The 
cooling system 34 has a preestablished siZe and cooling 
rejection rate. For example, coolant 36 enters the engine 30 
through a lower hose 38, is circulated through the engine 30 
by a coolant pump, not shown, in a conventional manner and 
exits the engine 30 through an upper hose 40 to the heat 
exchanger 32. The heat exchanger 32 has a preestablished 
siZe which has a preestablished siZe relationship to the 
frontal area 18 and establishes a preestablished rate of heat 
rejection. Atmospheric air, indicated by an arrow 50, passes 
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through the frontal area 18 and into the heat exchanger 32 to 
cool the coolant 36 in a conventional manner. The rate or 
quantity of air 50 and the temperature of the air passing 
through the preestablishedly sized heat exchanger 32 deter 
mines a rate of thermal heat rejection. The greater the 
quantity of the air 50 and the loWer the temperature of the 
air 50 passing through the heat exchanger 32 the greater the 
rate of thermal heat rejection. Alternatively, the smaller the 
quantity of the air 50 and the higher the temperature of the 
air 50 passing through the heat exchanger 32 the loWer the 
rate of thermal heat rejection. Furthermore, if the quantity of 
air remains constant and the temperature of the air is high, 
the rate of thermal heat rejection Will be loW. 
As best shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, the engine 30 includes 

a block 52 having a plurality of cylinder 54 therein, of Which 
only one is shoWn. Apiston 56 is movably positioned in each 
of the plurality of cylinders 54 in a conventional manner 
Well knoWn in the art. In this application, the engine 30 uses 
a conventional four stroke cycle. For example, the piston 56 
is movable betWeen an intake stroke, a compression stroke, 
a poWer stroke and an exhaust stroke, not shoWn. A head 58 
is attached to the block 52. The head 58 includes an exhaust 
passage 60, having a How of exhaust gas designated by the 
arroWs 62 therein, and an intake passage 64, having a How 
of intake air designated by the arroWs 66 therein. An intake 
valve 68, or in this application a pair of intake valve, are 
interposed the intake passage 64 and the respective one of 
the plurality of cylinders 54 and operatively moves betWeen 
an open position 70, shoWn in phantom, and a closed 
position 72. An exhaust valve 74 or in this application a pair 
of exhaust valves, are interposed the exhaust passage 60 and 
the respective one of the plurality of cylinders 54 and 
operatively moves betWeen an open position 76, shoWn in 
phantom and a closed position 78. An exhaust system 80 and 
an intake system 82 are removably attached to the engine 30 
respectively. 

The exhaust system 80, in this application, includes an 
exhaust manifold 84 de?ning an exhaust passage 86 therein 
being in communication With the exhaust passage 60 Within 
the head 58. A turbocharger 88 is attached to the exhaust 
manifold 84 in a conventional manner and has a turbine 
section 90 operative connected to and being driven by the 
How of exhaust gas 62 from a combustion process Within the 
plurality of cylinders 54. The turbocharger 88 further 
includes a compressor section 92 being driven by the turbine 
section 90 in a conventional manner. The How of exhaust gas 
62 exits an exhaust opening, not shoWn, in the turbine 
section 90 and passes to the atmosphere. 
The intake system 82 includes an intake manifold 96 

de?ning an intake passage 98 therein being in communica 
tion With the intake passage 64 Within the bead 58. The 
compressor section 92 of the turbocharger 88 is operatively 
connected to the intake passage 98 in a conventional manner. 
The How of intake air 66 is communicated from the atmo 
sphere through a ?lter, not shoWn, to the compressor section 
92 of the turbocharger 88 in a convention manner. The intake 
air 66 is communicated from the compressor section 92 
through an aftercooler 100 Which, in this application, is an 
air to air aftercooler located in the frontal area 18 and to the 
intake passage 98 Within the intake manifold 96 in a con 
ventional manner. And, in communicated into the intake 
passage 64 Within the head 58 and to the plurality of 
cylinders 54. 
An exhaust gas recirculation system 110 is operatively 

communicated betWeen the How of exhaust gas 62 and the 
How of intake air 66. For example, in this application, a tube 
112 having a passage 114 therein extends from the exhaust 
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4 
manifold 84 to the How of intake air 66. An exhaust valve 
regulator 116 is positioned in the tube 112 and is interposed 
the exhaust manifold 84 and the How of intake air 66. An 
exhaust gas cooler 118 is positioned in the tube 112 and is 
interposed the exhaust valve regulator 116 and the How of 
intake air 66. The exhaust valve regulator 116 has an open 
position 120, shoWn in phantom, and a closed position 122. 
The exhaust valve regulator 116 is operatively movable 
through a in?nite number of positions betWeen the open 
position 120 and the closed position 122. With the exhaust 
valve regulator 116 at the open position 120, maximum 
exhaust gas 62 is recirculated to the plurality of cylinders 54. 
And, With the exhaust valve regulator 116 at the closed 
position 122 Zero exhaust gas 62 is recirculated to the 
plurality of cylinders 54. At the positions therebetWeen, the 
amount of exhaust gas 62 recirculation is varied betWeen 
maximum and Zero recirculation. The exhaust gas cooler 118 
has a coolant inlet line 124 communicating With the coolant 
36 in the engine 30. And, a coolant outlet line 126 commu 
nicates With the coolant 36 in the engine 30. Each of the 
coolant inlet line 124 and the coolant outlet line 126 are 
connected to the engine block 52 and the exhaust gas cooler 
118 in a conventional manner. 

A control system 130 communicates betWeen the engine 
30 and the exhaust gas recirculation system 110. A plurality 
of paths or maps 132, depending on operating parameters of 
the engine 30 are used to control emissions and the resulting 
operating parameters of the engine 30. For example, the 
control system 130 includes a plurality of sensors 134 being 
positioned about the engine 30. The plurality of sensors 134 
monitor engine 30 operating parameters. Such parameters 
include engine speed, coolant temperature, intake manifold 
pressure, exhaust manifold pressure and fuel quantity. Other 
parameters could include oil temperature, intake manifold 
temperature, ambient temperature and/or pressure. A plural 
ity of communication means 136 such as Wires or electronic 
devices are interposed the plurality of sensors 134 and a 
controller 138, such as a computer. The controller 138, as 
used With this application, is located onboard the vehicle 10 
or engine 30. As an alternative, the controller 138 could be 
remotely positioned from the vehicle 10 or engine 30. The 
plurality of paths or maps 132 are stored Within the con 
troller 138. The plurality of paths or maps 132 are adjustable 
and can be changed or varied. 

A conventional fuel injection system 140 is used With the 
engine 30. The fuel injection system 140 include a plurality 
of injectors 142, only one being shoWn, operative connected 
to respective ones of the plurality of cylinder 54. Each of the 
plurality of injectors 142 provides a How of combustible 
fuel, not shoWn, to each of the plurality of cylinders 54. The 
quantity of fuel injected to each of the plurality of cylinders 
54 is controllably injected betWeen a loW fuel quantity 
position and a high fuel quantity position, not shoWn. Thus, 
the quantity of fuel is variably controlled to each of the 
plurality of cylinders 54. Each of the plurality of fuel 
injectors 142, in this application, is electronically controlled 
by the controller 138. Other methods of controlling the 
plurality of fuel injectors could be used, for example, a 
mechanical system, a hydraulic system or a pneumatic 
system. Additionally, the controller 138, in this application, 
determines the relative timing (advance or retard) daring the 
operating parameters of the engine 30 in Which fuel enters 
the respective one of the plurality of cylinders 54 and during 
the appropriate stroke’s position. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

In use, the engine 30 is started. Fuel is supplied to each of 
the plurality of cylinders 54 by the respective fuel injector 
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142 of the fuel system 140. Intake air 66 is supplied to the 
engine 30. For example, intake air 66 enters the compressor 
section 92 and is compressed. From the compressor section 
92, intake air 66 passes through the aftercooler 100 and is 
cooled becoming more dense and enters into the intake 
passage 98 in the intake manifold 96. From the intake 
passage 98, as the intake valve 68 in moved into the open 
position 70 intake air 66 is draWn into the respective one of 
the plurality of cylinders 54. The intake air 66 and the fuel 
are combusted. After combustion, as the exhaust valve 74 is 
moved into the open position 76 the combusted fuel and 
intake air 66 form the How of exhaust gas 62. The How of 
exhaust gas 62 enters the exhaust passage 86 of the exhaust 
manifold 84 and passes to the atmosphere. 

Under predetermined operating conditions of the engine 
30, the exhaust gas recirculation system 110 is actuated. One 
such predetermined operating condition that Would use the 
exhaust gas recirculation system 110 Would be With high 
load conditions of the engine 30. This condition Would 
provide maximum emissions reduction, specially NOx. For 
example, the controller 138 receives a signal from at least 
one of the plurality of sensors 134. The signal is interpreted 
by the controller 138 and directs a command to the exhaust 
valve regulator 116. The exhaust valve regulator 116 is 
moved in a conventional manner from the closed position 
122 to the open position 120. Thus, a How of exhaust gas 62 
in alloWed to How through the exhaust valve regulator 116 
and the exhaust gas cooler 118, and into and mixes With the 
How of intake air 66. In the process of passing through the 
exhaust gas cooler 118, the How of exhaust gas 66 is cooled. 
Additionally, as the hot exhaust gas 66 passes through the 
exhaust gas cooler 118, heat is absorbed by the engine 
coolant 36 passing therethrough. Thus, the engine coolant 36 
temperature is increased. 

Under certain operating parameters of the engine 30 and 
With the ambient temperature of the atmospheric air being 
high, 110 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, the heat added by the 
exhaust gas cooler 118 can cause the cooling system 34 to 
overheat. Thus, the mode of operation of the engine 30 must 
be altered to compensate for the overheating of the engine 30 
cooling system 34. One option or alternative to solve the 
overheating problem is to have the plurality paths or maps 
132 divided into at least tWo distinct exhaust emission 
parameters based on the engine 30 coolant 36 temperature. 
For example, one of the plurality of paths or maps 132 could 
be considered a normal coolant temperature strategy and 
Would use a relatively high rate of exhaust gas 62 being 
mixed With the intake air 66 and the timing of the fuel 
injector 142 Would be advanced to provide the operator With 
an improved fuel economy. And, another of the plurality of 
paths or maps 132 could be considered a high coolant 36 
temperature strategy and Would reduce the amount of 
exhaust gas 62 being mixed With the intake air 66 and the 
timing of the fuel injector Would be retarded. During the 
high coolant 36 temperature strategy, fuel economy Would 
be reduced. HoWever, the heat rejection from the exhaust gas 
cooler 118 Would be reduced preventing engine 30 over 
heating. The plus side to this strategy is that the vehicle 
cooling system 34, With the preestablished frontal area 18 
can be siZed in a conventional manner because the high 
coolant 36 temperature strategy results in a smaller engine 
beat rejection requirement. Additionally, the vehicle 10 and 
the engine 30 Would run at the best fuel economy most of the 
time during the normal coolant temperature strategy. 

With the present exhaust gas recirculation system 110 and 
With the control system 130 as de?ned above, the controller 
138 receives a plurality of signals from individual ones of 
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6 
the plurality of sensors 134, interprets the signals and 
operates the exhaust gas recirculation system 110 depending 
on the appropriate one of the plurality of paths or maps 132. 
For example, as interpreted by the controller 138 the exhaust 
valve regulator 116 is moved betWeen the open position 120 
and the closed position 122 depending on the engine 10 
operational parameter, path, map or condition. Thus, as the 
operating conditions of the engine 30 necessitate, the 
amount of exhaust gas recirculation or How of exhaust gas 
62 is varied and the emissions are controlled Within a 
preestablished parameter. And, With the engine 30 coolant 
36 temperature reaching the overheating temperature, the 
amount of exhaust gas recirculation or How of exhaust gas 
62 to the plurality of cylinders is reduced. This results in less 
heat rejection by the exhaust gas cooler 118. And, to 
compensate for the reduced How of exhaust gas 62 to be 
mixed With the intake air 66, the timing of the fuel injector 
142 is retarded. Thus, the emissions of the engine 30 are 
maintained Within an acceptable level. 

Other aspects, objects and advantages of this invention 
can be obtained from a sturdy of the draWings, the disclosure 
and the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An exhaust gas recirculation system being adapted for 

use With an engine, said engine having a cooling system 
de?ning a heat exchange having a coolant ?oWing there 
through said engine and said cooling system having a 
preestablished siZe and cooling rejection rate, said exhaust 
gas recirculation system comprising: 

at least a cylinder being positioned Within said engine a 
piston being positioned in said cylinder and de?ning a 
compression stroke; 

a How of intake air entering said cylinder; 
a supply of combustible fuel entering said cylinder a 

combustion process Within said cylinder de?ning a 
How of exhaust gas exiting therefrom; 

an exhaust valve regulator being interposed said How of 
intake air and said How of exhaust gas, said exhaust 
valve regulator being movable betWeen an open posi 
tion and a closed position; 

an exhaust gas cooler being positioned in said How of 
exhaust gas being directed to said How of intake air and 
said exhaust gas cooler having said coolant in said 
engine cooling said exhaust gas; and 

a control system having a plurality of sensors being in 
communication With said engine and communicating a 
signal to a controller, said controller having a plurality 
of paths or maps de?ned therein and said controller 
interpreting said signal de?ning an operating parameter 
of said engine and controlling said open position and 
said closed position of said exhaust valve regulator, and 
one of said plurality of maps de?ning a normal coolant 
temperature strategy having said supply of combustible 
fuel entering said cylinder being advanced and said 
quantity of said How of exhaust gas being directed to 
said How of intake air being at a maximum, and another 
of said plurality of maps de?ning a high coolant 
temperature strategy having said supply of combustible 
fuel entering said cylinder being retarded and said 
quantity of said How of exhaust gas being directed to 
said How of intake air being at a minimum. 

2. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein said exhaust valve regulator being movable 
betWeen said open position and said closed position through 
an in?nite number of positions. 

3. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein said operating parameter being communicated to 
said controller is coolant temperature. 
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4. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 3 
Wherein said coolant temperature de?nes a normal coolant 
temperature strategy in Which said How of exhaust gas 
mixing With said intake air is de?ned as a high rate of 
exhaust gas. 

5. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 4 
Wherein during said normal coolant temperature strategy 
said supply of combustible fuel entering said cylinder is 
advanced relative to said compression stroke. 

6. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 3 
Wherein said coolant temperature de?nes a high coolant 
temperature strategy in Which said How of exhaust gas 
mixing With said intake air is de?ned as a loW rate of exhaust 
gas. 

7. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 6 
Wherein during said high coolant temperature strategy said 
supply of combustible fuel entering said cylinder is retarded 
relative to said compression stroke. 

8. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 7 
Wherein said loW rate of exhaust gas mixing With said intake 
air is Zero. 

9. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein one of said operating parameters being communi 
cated to said controller is an oil temperature. 

10. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein one of said operating parameters being communi 
cated to said controller is an intake manifold temperature. 

11. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein one of said operating parameters being communi 
cated to said controller is an ambient temperature. 

12. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 11 
Wherein one of said operating parameters being communi 
cated to said controller further includes an atmospheric 
pressure. 

13. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein said engine de?ning a plurality of operating modes 
and during at least one of said operating modes said rate of 
thermal heat rejection being exceeded. 

14. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 13 
Wherein during said operating mode at Which said rate of 
thermal heat rejection is exceeded, said supply of combus 
tible fuel entering said cylinder is advanced. 

15. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 14 
Wherein said quantity of said How of exhaust gas being 
directed to said How of intake air being at a maximum. 

16. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 1 
Wherein said engine de?ning a plurality of operating modes 
and during at least a portion of said operating modes said 
rate of thermal heat is not exceeded and said supply of 
combustible fuel entering said cylinder being advanced. 

17. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 16 
Wherein said quantity of said How of exhaust gas being 
directed to said How of intake air being at a maximum. 

18. A method of reducing exhaust emissions from an 
engine de?ning a cylinder and having a piston positioned in 
said cylinder, said method comprising the steps of: 

passing a How of exhaust gas through an exhaust gas 
cooler, 

cooling said engine and said exhaust gas cooler With a 
coolant, said coolant being a common coolant 

circulating said coolant through a heat exchanger and 
cooling said engine; 

passing said How of exhaust gas after passing through said 
exhaust gas cooler to a How of intake air; 

passing said How of intake air and said How of exhaust gas 
after passing through said exhaust gas cooler to a 
cylinder; 
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8 
supplying a quantity of combustible fuel to said cylinder 

in a preestablished relationship to a compression stroke 
of said piston; 

monitoring an operating parameter of said engine, said 
operating parameter of said engine de?ning a plurality 
of maps and one of said plurality of maps de?ning a 
normal coolant temperature strategy having said supply 
of combustible fuel entering said cylinder being 
advanced and said quantity of said How of exhaust gas 
being directed to said How of intake air being at a 
maximum, and controlling the quantity of How of 
exhaust gas to said How of intake air depending on the 
operating parameter, and another of said plurality of 
maps de?ning a high coolant temperature strategy 
having said supply of combustible fuel entering said 
cylinder being retarded and said quantity of said How of 
exhaust gas being directed to said How of intake air 
being at a minimum; and 

combusting said How of intake air and said How of 
exhaust gas Within said cylinder. 

19. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of monitoring an operating parameter 
being monitoring a temperature of said coolant. 

20. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of monitoring an operating parameter 
being monitoring a temperature of an oil. 

21. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of monitoring an operating parameter 
being monitoring a temperature of an intake manifold. 

22. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of monitoring an operating parameter 
being monitoring an ambient temperature. 

23. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 22 
Wherein said stem of monitoring an operating parameter 
further includes monitoring an atmospheric pressure. 

24. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of passing said How of exhaust gas through 
said exhaust gas cooler said control system operatively 
controlling a position of an exhaust valve regulator betWeen 
an open position and a closed position de?ning a quantity of 
said How of exhaust gas. 

25. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 24 
Wherein said operatively controlling said position of said 
exhaust valve regulator betWeen said open position and said 
closed position includes sensing said operating parameter of 
said engine and sending a signal representing said operating 
parameter to a controller, said controller interpreting said 
signal and moving said exhaust valve regulator betWeen said 
open position and said closed position. 

26. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 18 
Wherein said step of passing said How of exhaust gas through 
an exhaust gas cooler includes having an exhaust valve 
regulator operatively controlling said How of exhaust gas. 

27. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 26 
Wherein said exhaust valve regulator being movable 
betWeen an open position having a How exhaust gas passing 
therethrough and a closed position preventing a How of 
exhaust gas therethrough, and said step of supplying a 
quantity of combustible fuel to said cylinder passing With 
said exhaust valve regulator being in said open position 
being supplied at an advanced position. 

28. The method of reducing exhaust emissions of claim 26 
Wherein said exhaust valve regulator being movable 
betWeen an open position having a How exhaust gas passing 
therethrough and a closed position preventing a How of 
exhaust gas therethrough, and said step of supplying a 
quantity of combustible fuel to said cylinder passing With 
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said exhaust Valve regulator being in said closed position 
being supplied at a retarded position. 

29. A method of reducing exhaust emissions from an 
engine comprising: 

diverting a quantity of engine exhaust gas to an intake 5 
passage of the engine; 

cooling the diverted engine exhaust gas as the engine 
exhaust gas ?ows through an exhaust gas cooler; 

circulating coolant through the exhaust gas cooler; 
circulating said coolant through a heat exchanger and 

cooling said engine; 
monitoring an engine parameter indicative ofa tempera 

ture ofthe engine; and 
controlling the quantity ofengine exhaust gas diverted to 

the intake passage of the engine based on the monitored 
engine parameter, 

said controlling including, when the engine parameter 
indicates that the temperature of the engine is above a 
threshold value, substantially discontinuing said quan 
tity of exhaust gas diverted to the intake passage and 
retarding a supply of combustible fuel entering a cyl 
inder ofthe engine, and 

20 

said controlling including, when the engine parameter 
indicates that the temperature of the engine is below the 
threshold value allowing a maximum quantity of 
exhaust gas to be diverted to the intake passage and the 
supply of combustible fuel entering the cylinder 
advanced relative to the supply when the engine param 
eter indicates that the temperature of the engine is 
above the threshold value. 

30. The method ofclaim 29, wherein the threshold value 

25 

30 

corresponds to an engine overheated temperature. 
3]. The method ofclaim 29, wherein the engineparameter 

35 

32. The method of claim 29, wherein said substantially 
discontinuing the quantity of exhaust gas diverted includes 
moving an exhaust valve regulator to a closed position. 

33. The method ofclaim 29, wherein said controlling of 
the quantity ofengine exhaust includes using a plurality of 40 
maps. 

34. An exhaust gas recirculation system being adapted for 
use with an engine, said engine having a cooling system 
defining a heat exchanger having a coolant?owing there 
through said engine and said cooling system having a 
preestablished size and cooling rejection rate, said exhaust 45 
as recirculation system comprising: 

at least a cylinder being positioned within said engine; 
a piston being positioned in said cylinder and defining a 

compression stroke; 50 
a?ow of intake air entering said cylinder; 
a supply of combustible fuel entering said cylinder; 
a combustion process within said cylinder defining a ?ow 

of exhaust gas exiting therefrom; 55 
an exhaust valve regulator being interposed said ?ow of 

intake air and said?ow of exhaust gas, said exhaust 
valve regulator being movable between an open posi 
tion and a closed position; 

an exhaust gas cooler being positioned in said?ow of 60 
exhaust gas being, directed to said ?ow of intake air; 
and 

a control system having a plurality of maps and sensors 
being in communication with said engine and commu 
nicating a signal to a controller, 65 

said controller interpreting a said signal defining an 
operating parameter corresponding to a temperature of 

10 
said engine and controlling theposition ofsaid exhaust 
valve regulator in response thereto so that when the 
operating parameter is above a threshold value, the 
exhaust valve regulator is maintained closed, and 

said controller also adjusting the timing ofthe supply of 
combustible fuel entering said cylinder in relation with 
said controlling of the position of the exhaust valve 
regulator so that when the exhaust valve regulator is 
closed the supply of combustible fuel entering said 
cylinder is retarded with respect to the supply of 
combustible fuel when the exhaust valve regulator is 
open. 

35. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 34 
wherein said exhaust valve regulator being movable 
between said open position and said closedposition through 
an infinite number ofpositions. 

36. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 34 
wherein said operating parameter is coolant temperature. 

37. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 34 
wherein said operating parameter is an oil temperature. 

38. The exhaust gas recirculation system of claim 34 
wherein said operating parameter is an intake manifold 
temperature. 

39. A method of reducing exhaust emissions from an 
engine defining a cylinder and having apiston positioned in 
said cylinder, said method comprising the steps of' 
passing a ?ow of exhaust gas through and exhaust valve 

regulator and an exhaust gas cooler; 
circulating a coolant through a heat exchanger and 

cooling said engine; 
passing said ?ow of exhaust gas after passing through 

said exhaust gas cooler to a?ow of intake air; 
passing said?ow of intake air and said?ow of exhaust 

gas after passing through said exhaust gas cooler to a 
cylinder; 

supplying a quantity ofcombustiblefuel to said cylinder 
in a relationship to a compression stroke ofsaidpiston; 

monitoring, an operating parameter corresponding to a 
temperature of the engine 

adjusting the quantity of ?ow of exhaust gas being 
directed to said ?ow of intake air in response to the 
monitored operating parameter so that when the oper 
ating parameter is above a threshold value, the exhaust 
valve regulator is maintained closed 

adjusting the timing ofthe supplying ofcombustiblefuel 
entering the cylinder in a relationship to said adjusting 
of the quantity of ?ow exhaust being directed to the ?ow 
of intake air so that when the exhaust valve regulator 
is closed, the supply of combustible fuel entering said 
cylinder is retarded relative to a supply of combustible 
fuel when the exhaust valve regulator is open; and 

combusting said?ow ofintake air and said?ow ofexhaust 
gas within said cylinder. 

40. The method ofreducing exhaust emissions ofclaim 39 
wherein said monitoring an operating parameter includes 
monitoring a temperature ofsaid coolant. 

4]. The method ofreducing exhaust emissions ofclaim 39 
wherein said monitoring an operating parameter includes 
monitoring a temperature ofan oil. 

42. The method ofreducing exhaust emissions ofclaim 39 
wherein said monitoring an operating parameter includes 
monitoring a temperature ofan intake manifold. 

43. The method ofreducing exhaust emissions ofclaim 39 
wherein said monitoring an operating parameter includes 
monitoring an ambient temperature and an atmospheric 
pressure. 
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